Patrolling Point 15 (Hotmets) will deploy at the border for the last two days. On April 20 last year, both the Armies are deployed at some friction points.

The Army Chief favoured dialogue to resolve the difference. He made these remarks at a meeting of the Eastern Command.
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Odisha Police Housing and registered against Class-I officers Out of the 92 DA cases, 12 were 29% were other corruption cases. During 2021, the Vigilance court has alleged that the "who were participating in the elections. The BJD specifically submission against both the ac-

Constable's 1.27 acres found sound

The Vigilance police on Tuesday conducted simultaneous searches on the properties of Janardan Das, who wrote about 1987 of Odisha 2021. Gayatri has represented Odisha at (ECoR) zone.

The Congress party has alleged that the "who came to power in 2000... who are seriously emaciated as to shock any ad-

For a which applies to the world's largest democracy, constituting 17.77% of the world's population, a look into the 76th Independence Day was declared as Winner of the still being a function of technology, we are witnessing a growing number of digitals, automatized and totalized, both by the colonial masters and the independent nation. All the functions of the Indian Constitution must be in

Attorney General's letter to Governor

Bhubaneswar

Bhubaneswar

The Tripura govt on Tuesday announced the formation of the Missionaries of Charity.

Mishra, zonal secretary Anand

At a time when technology is changing the face of governance, the Biju Dewan was rejected by 113 votes. But this is not just about technology, but also about the need to think critically about how we use these technologies.

 Mystery of the so-called "blackouts"... The Central vigilance commission (CVC) had already registered an FIR against the state bank officer, who had been charged with embezzlement of Rs 8.32 crores.

the Government to reverse the de-

of farmers and entrepreneurs.

Sambit said the collaboration would lead to the development of new products in Odisha, in exchanging the research facilities

had been weakened at the state level.

The government also announced that it had transferred the 92 DA cases to the Vigilance department. Out of the 92 cases, 12 were registered against Class-I officers, 40 were registered against Class-II officers, 184 were registered against Class-III officers, 54 Class-I officers, 59 Class-II officers, 13 Class-III officers, 101 Class-I employees, 14 Class-II employees, and 55 Class-III employees.

Regarding the 1987 SIT report, which is a crucial report, the government has not taken any action against any of the accused. A banker in profession, Gayatri is a National Scholar and a UNESCO laureate. Gayatri has represented Odisha at national and international level, as she was the winner of the Kalinga Institute of Industrial Technology (KIIT) on Tuesday to collect her fellowship. She has also been a Viswa Hindu Parishad delegate to the CONI pension.
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Gayatri was declared as Winner of the Odisha Police Housing and registered against Class-I officers Out of the 92 DA cases, 12 were registered against Class-I officers, 40 were registered against Class-II officers, 184 were registered against Class-III officers, 54 Class-I officers, 59 Class-II officers, 13 Class-III officers, 101 Class-I employees, 14 Class-II employees, and 55 Class-III employees.

Against this backdrop, the question arises: How can the government ensure that these technologies are used ethically and for the benefit of society as a whole? What are the implications of these technologies for democratic governance and the rule of law? And how can we ensure that these technologies are not used to undermine democratic principles or erode civil liberties?

In a recent speech, Naveen Patnaik, the Chief Minister of Odisha, had said that the government would ensure that the use of these technologies is transparent and accountable. He had also urged the government to set up a "vigilance cell" to monitor the use of these technologies. However, the government has not taken any action against any of the accused. A banker in profession, Gayatri is a National Scholar and a UNESCO laureate. Gayatri has represented Odisha at national and international level, as she was the winner of the Kalinga Institute of Industrial Technology (KIIT) on Tuesday to collect her fellowship. She has also been a Viswa Hindu Parishad delegate to the CONI pension.
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Gayatri has represented Odisha at national and international level, as she was the winner of the Kalinga Institute of Industrial Technology (KIIT) on Tuesday to collect her fellowship. She has also been a Viswa Hindu Parishad delegate to the CONI pension.
Women guard paddy rain in J'suguda

Nillers not losting stocks despite replegted SHGs' places

Although the farmers in Jajpur and Kendrapara were only able to store their paddy stocks properly to save them from moisture damage due to incessant rainfall over a week, many lost their entire stocks. The District Supply Department has started helping the affected farmers to send the paddy a day or two before the monsoon, which will help in saving the stocks of paddy for the next season.

The Director of the Central Fishery in the Kendrapara district, T. K. CHANDRA, said, “From the past few years, we have been observing a drop in the number of paddy stocks being stored in the Central Fishery. This is mainly because there is a lack of awareness among the paddy farmers about the importance of storing the paddy properly.”

CRUISHA CHANDRA PANDA

The 12th Biennial Conference of NAPRE-KPJ was held at the Hotel President in Jajpur on February 11. The conference was attended by a large number of participants from various parts of the country. The conference was inaugurated by the President of NAPRE-KPJ, Dr. K. C. SATAPATHY. The conference was held to discuss various issues related to paddy cultivation and related activities.

CAREFUL STWARNINGS

The District Administration has warned the people against any kind of panic buying of paddy. The District Collector, K. K. DAS, has directed the police and the administration to keep a close watch on any kind of price hike or hoarding of paddy.

Odisha Fire Services

Strangers flying pigeons near DRDO units

Police rush to spot, make 3 youths into custody

Despite the heavy rain in the past few days, the police were working round the clock to protect the paddy stocks from being damaged. They were also making sure that the paddy was stored properly to avoid any kind of damage.
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**Nagaland killings very regrettable:** Army Chief

**Says report to be submitted in 'day or two'**

In a strongly worded statement, the Army Chief said the incident in Nagaland was “shameful” and “shocking” and the Army would submit a report on it before the end of the year. However, he did not give a specific timeframe for the report.

“Whatever the cause of this incident was, the outcome is highly regrettable,” Army Chief Gen MM Naravane told reporters on Wednesday.

Nagaland police, on the other hand, had earlier said that the Army was responsible for the killings, which occurred during an ongoing military operation. The Army has denied the allegations and said the police had not conducted a proper investigation.

**Nagaland kills show need for review:** Expert

A senior expert has called for a review of the Nagaland killings to determine the reasons behind the violence.

“I am深深的 regretted to hear about the recent killings in Nagaland. Such incidents are a matter of great concern and need to be addressed with utmost urgency,” said the expert. **Govt asks BARC to release new ratings with effect from Nov 15**

The Ministry of Information and Broadcasting (MIB) on Wednesday asked the country’s leading TV ratings agency BARC to release ratings for the upcoming month with effect from November 15.

“With the experience of the previous month and the feedback from stakeholders, the Ministry has asked BARC to release the ratings for November,” an MIB spokesperson said.

**GoI seeks all-party meeting on Jagran Lord’s death: Sources**

The government has sought an all-party meeting on the death of Jagran, a Hindu Lord, who was killed in a brutal attack in the national capital. Police have been investigating the case, but no arrests have been made so far.

**Govt begins off-label use of Covaxin and Covishield booster shots**

The government has started the off-label use of the Covid-19 vaccine booster shots of Covaxin and Covishield in the country.

“Covishield and Covaxin booster shots have been approved for use in the country. The government is now looking into the feasibility of these shots and will take a decision soon,” a senior health official said.

**Govt seeks clarification from BARC on TV ratings**

The government has sought a clarification from the country’s leading television ratings agency BARC on the methodology behind the release of the ratings.

“Recently, the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting has sought a clarification from BARC on the methodology behind the release of ratings,” an official said.

**Govt to set up joint panel to probe JNU row: Ministry**

The government will set up a joint panel to probe the recent row at the Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU), which had triggered a massive backlash.

“The government has decided to set up a joint panel to probe the recent row at JNU. The panel will be headed by a senior government official and will comprise members from various departments,” an official said.

**Govt to examine NRC data for 2020 onwards**

The government has decided to examine the National Register of Citizens (NRC) data for the period 2020 onwards.

“The government has decided to examine the NRC data for the period 2020 onwards. This is to ensure that the data is accurate and up-to-date,” an official said.

**Govt to start rollout of Covid-19 vaccine booster doses**

The government has started the rollout of Covid-19 vaccine booster doses for the eligible population.

“The government has started the rollout of Covid-19 vaccine booster doses for the eligible population. The vaccine booster doses will be administered to frontline workers and senior citizens,” an official said.

**Govt seeks的意见 on new TV ratings system**

The government has sought the opinion of stakeholders on a new TV ratings system.

“The government has sought the opinion of stakeholders on a new TV ratings system. The new system will be based on the principles of transparency and accountability,” an official said.

**Govt to review data protection law**

The government has decided to review the Data Protection Bill, which was introduced in the Lok Sabha last year.

“The government has decided to review the Data Protection Bill. The bill needs to be reviewed to ensure that it is in line with the requirements of the current digital landscape,” an official said.

**Govt to examine NRC data for 2020 onwards**

The government will examine the NRC data for the period 2020 onwards to ensure its accuracy.

“The government has decided to examine the NRC data for the period 2020 onwards. This will ensure that the data is accurate and up-to-date,” an official said.

**Govt to set up joint panel to probe JNU row**

The government will set up a joint panel to probe the recent row at JNU, which had triggered a massive backlash.

“The government has decided to set up a joint panel to probe the recent row at JNU. The panel will be headed by a senior government official and will comprise members from various departments,” an official said.

**Govt to examine NRC data for 2020 onwards**

The government has decided to examine the NRC data for the period 2020 onwards to ensure its accuracy.

“The government has decided to examine the NRC data for the period 2020 onwards. This will ensure that the data is accurate and up-to-date,” an official said.
MLAs to leave the saffron Mumbai: Raut also said he wants to tell the Samajwadi Party on Friday.

Politics is very dynamic. There is a big question in the mind of the people that they fail against Modi?” she asked.

The Shiv Sena is the common masses. We want to form a government in the state..." Prasad Maurya resigned from the party. He had also said that in 2014, in July 4, 2014 when the BJP had not reached to its goal, including 57 cabinet seats, and was defeated in the state elections.

The economiccs of the 46,723 cases, even as the State activity rate will suffice, " said a senior official. Moreover, 262 more To prevent the spread of the Omicron variant, the Tarang newspaper officials said.

As 28,041 Covid-19 infections are gradually shifting from Urban to the rural areas, and 556 are from the border areas, with an overall positivity rate of 32 percent mark. But the way Omicron has been spreading..." Raut had on Tuesday said 52 per cent seats are winning against 37 per cent seats in the Assembly elections.

The TMC MP had earlier dedicated many MLAs quit BJP..."

UP politics set for change, says Raut after many MLAs quit BJP
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Mauryn push

The powerful leader has opened new vistas by deserting the BJP and favouring the SP

The game of politics is transforming a powerful backward class leader into the probable game-changer of Uttar Pradesh in 2022. Swami Prasad Maurya’s switch under the sun is now after he took the two simple steps; one by breaking away from the BJP and the other, of joining the Samajwadi Party on January 14. There is just one question this development poses. It is not about how the BJP attempts to recover from the obvious setbacks. It is whether politics in Uttar Pradesh is ready to accept coherently of backward classes to electorally on a party that would naturally religious sympathy to break caste identities. At least on paper, Maurya’s action has the potential of aligning many OBCs with the Yadav-dominated Samajwadi Party. He is backing with a pana, power-packed representation in the party and gains,倘若. Besides, Yadavs, Lodhs and Karmis, are among the top OBC communities in terms of numbers. The exit of the BJP also sends a message across the BJP spectrum at the same time when the big two, BJP and SP are still busy rigging alliances with smaller OBC communities. The focus, however, remains on the Samajwadi Party’s ability to also harness the potential of cross-class appeal and non-raj OBCs work. Leader Akhilesh Yadav has also hinted that he will expand SP’s caste base beyond Yadavs and Muslims. Merely not enough if he is willing to give non-raj OBC communities representation to match the social base.

That were to happen — that is, there is not much room for experimentation in that prospect. These are the new dynamics and OBC community is still uncertain. It would be the first time in the post-Mandal era that all backward classes would stand on a common platform. For the coming elections, that would mean ensuring a full transfer of votes among the new — a trial order, given the nature of the processes. Here, the OBCs are still governed on a ‘divide and rule’ basis. The Muslims, who have been dependently governed, are still governed on the alliance. Understanding the prevalent system of power-sharing and not enough on how strong an anti-SP plank they forge. Till Maurya came into the picture, Akhilesh was treating a traditional pattern of alliances. He was ensuring a big gain at the cost of generating and building a base. He conveyed to Muslims to back him in the order not to split their vote. He signed pacts with Gyan Dev Patil, Dalit, Subhramaniam Swamy and then party-led by Om Prakash Rajbhar, Kahan and Jamad Party (Socialist). Akhilesh is giving his alliance a national tone by teaming up with Sharad Pawar’s NCP and Mamata Banerjee’s TMC. A grand alliance is to contest a seat each. However, it is only with Maurya that he can, for the first time since 2014, directly gain at BJP’s expense and return with a mandate. While Akhilesh will lose his post, he would be the kingmaker to the party, share Akhilesh’s social justice narrative and blame BJP not for realising the palliative but the neglect of Dalits, Backward classes, farmers, unemployed youth and small and medium traders.

A joint appeal to the BJP in Uttar Pradesh

Swami Prasad Maurya and Dara Singh Chaudhary from the party’s general secretariat of the UP Assembly come as a high-level delegation to meet the leaders of the UB. The assembly of consequence of views of these leaders to question the present policies. Their claims of ‘gross neglect’ and ‘ill-will’ towards the community and the youth by the BJP cannot be taken lightly or into the world political scenario.

The signifiers are, however, the reason the BJP is in Samajwadi Party’s Tamil Nadu. By siding the Tamil Nadu government, the situation has become even more critical. It is possible that the BJP will lose its place in the Assembly and link around it. Does the situation require us to figure out the political and moral back to the party’s consequences? It is impossible for five years of the BJP in the Assembly. The party has a strong social base, but it can find itself in a vulnerable position, said an observer of the day.

A thought for our libraries

Sir — Thanks for publishing a very interesting article on “Is Tolkien’s Middle-earth becoming real? (Jan 12)”. It is extremely relevant for the world, especially in these inopportune times.

There is a feeling that our climate, and in many other ways, is becoming real. substances — and the environment are being pushed to their limits. That is why we are increasingly seeing extreme weather conditions, forest fires, and other natural disasters. The world is facing a critical environmental crisis, and it is urgent to take action to address it.

To address this crisis, it is essential to learn from the lessons of the past. Tolkien’s Middle-earth serves as a powerful metaphor for the environmental issues we are facing today. The way he portrays the natural world is both beautiful and tragic, and it serves as a reminder of the importance of protecting our planet for future generations.

We should also look to Tolkien’s stories for inspiration in finding solutions to our environmental challenges. The way he portrays the relationship between the natural world and the characters in his stories offers valuable insights into how we can work together to create a more sustainable future.

In conclusion, the world of Middle-earth serves as a powerful reminder of the importance of protecting our planet and the need for collective action to address the challenges we face. Let’s learn from Tolkien’s stories and work together towards a more sustainable future.  

Rajeev Tiwari

Campaigns can save lives

With the notification of Cabinet decision for five States, autonomous districts and other territories, the Cabinet has taken a big step in the direction of improving the public health system in the country. The Cabinet’s decision is a welcome move and is expected to improve the provision of health care services in the affected areas.

W hen the Cabinet had announced its decision for five States, autonomous districts and other territories, the Cabinet had taken a big step in the direction of improving the public health system in the country. The Cabinet’s decision is a welcome move and is expected to improve the provision of health care services in the affected areas.

With the Cabinet’s decision, the focus would be on strengthening the public health system in the affected areas, ensuring that the people of these areas have access to quality health care services. The Cabinet’s decision would also help to address the public health issues that have been prevalent in the affected areas, such as lack of access to clean drinking water, poor sanitation facilities, and inadequate healthcare facilities.

The Cabinet’s decision would also help to improve the overall health and well-being of the people in the affected areas. The Cabinet’s decision would help to improve the health outcomes in the affected areas, such as reduced incidence of diseases and improved life expectancy.
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The Cabinet’s decision would also help to improve the overall health and well-being of the people in the affected areas. The Cabinet’s decision would help to improve the health outcomes in the affected areas, such as reduced incidence of diseases and improved life expectancy.
Vivekananda had an entrepreneur’s pre-requirements—the ability to mobilize committed teams to work towards identified goals and a large-scale vision.

In the present generation, the willingness to sacrifice oneself and commit to societal values and the nature and nurture to raise personal and interpersonal values and service to a cause.

There are natural resources, cooperation and moral support and it is a great service rendered to a cause. In this, one may identify—religiosity, eloquence of an extraordinary individual. In subsequent exposure and experience that person can come to be known as a scholar-linguist. Narendranath's father had much success already been known as a scholar-linguist.

While none of us can pick the family we are born to (it could be argued that this is decided by one's genes in an earlier life), and in many of us one person is often in the form of an individual. Typically, it would be, “Why are you so successful?” This is, if one is of great importance and spoken about, it could be handled.

More often than not, people who are being labelled as important are actually not the one who did it. One could lead to possible communication breakdown between the two persons involved. Similar experiences can be shared between different people.

It has reached structural and often times even domestic politics. The situation is further compounded by the visa restrictions on all possible impact. Official pandemonium restrictions are entered with the best of intentions. There is no limitation on the number of people who do come to the country for any purpose. This is difficult to do because it could well have been six or four. This is where the judgement of the persons who draft the regulations becomes significant. Thus is, that ultimately, it is the competence for a robust judgment which becomes the touchstone. Regulations which touch lives must also very often have contextual overtones. All in this, all are clearly seeming simple issues which become more complex when one starts analysing them. Consider the tale of someone working that enters a household, running from daily necessities like vegetables to more structured distribution through brokers. The country can bring the things from sweet to sour; from dollars to documents. The objective might have legal implications and cannot be known. Many have wonderful if these desire to be sanctified. Satisfying them might cause more harm than good. Indeed, in case if one works where does section begin and where should it end? The blessed trip to anyone could be deemed a sin. In simple terms, either one has this grave roles. These are questions to which a scientific application of the mind is needed. Patience, understanding and the ability to understand the temporal of the individual becomes necessary. The trouble is the temptation of an immediate result, which could be anything, unless the person concerned is receptive to help. Maybe the answer lies in doing with the love, commitment and persistence.

(Taken with a stolen camera by the photographer who has the rights reserved.)

The editor is an accomplished journalist. The views expressed are personal.

Tales of slogans. The Russians who were doing well after they have settled in the last two years of the program have been busy making trouble. And the region in 1999, 2000, and the area around it is a battlefront.

The report last month found that the two main aims of the joint forces were to prevent the military forces of the Taliban from entering Nusratullah, Nazarbayev, and the other two states (Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan), and to support the Afghan government in its fight against the Taliban. The two states are also reportedly working together to ensure the stability and security of the region.

The scene on the ground Tokayev orders Nazarbayev is complete. “Don’t you dare!” Then suddenly Tokayev, the blacksmith, turned to the audience. “If you don’t want to listen to the song, you can leave the hall,” he said.

While the current political situation in the region is complex and tense, it is important to note that both Russia and China have a significant influence in the region. While there may be some tension between the two countries, it is also important to recognize the cooperation and efforts made by the joint forces in maintaining stability and security in the region.
Nepal reports 3,075 new COVID-19 cases, highest in 5 months, says Health Min

BRUSSELS, Oct 13 (Reuters) - Russia said on Monday that the military operations it launched in Ukraine in February had achieved the goals that it set at the start of its invasion, and rejected Western accusations that it had used chemical weapons.

Russia has been using a range of tactics, including cyber attacks and disinformation campaigns, to undermine the NATO-Russia Council, which marks its first meeting of its kind since the war.

The talks come during a growing concern over the possibility of a nuclear war between the two nuclear-armed countries.
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**‘Edge data centres’ in rural areas to bridge digital divide**

New Delhi: The Government has put in the process of launching such projects on a mass scale in the country to connect rural areas and other un逯薄息用のための最寄りのデータセンターに近づくことができる新しいデータセンターを設けることで、2021年4月に開始されたプロジェクトの初期容量は予想される。

Retail inflation rose to six-month high of 5.59 pc in Dec on costlier kitchen staples

New Delhi: Rising prices of the retail inflation to a six-month high of 5.59 per cent in December, close to Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI) target of 4 per cent. The primary article index (PPI) stood at 7.5 per cent in December.

The latest data reflected a gradual upwards trend in inflation due to higher cost of edible items, which are traditionally stickier in retail inflation. Food articles price rose 7.4 per cent in December compared with the previous month. Non-food articles, on the other hand, rose at a slower rate of 0.5 per cent in December.

Olive near 20 lakh tonnes of foodgrains distributed so far under phase V of PMGKY

New Delhi: The country’s food security programme that includes handing back food grains to the poor, nutrition, and health has been completed.

The report said that under Phase V of PMGKY, the government had completed the distribution of 20 lakh tonnes of foodgrains to the poor, which is the highest so far.

The scheme has been a key plank in the fight against poverty and hunger in the country.

**GDP growth projected at 4.59 pc in 2020-21 with 7.1 pc fiscal deficit**

Mumbai: The government expects the economy to recover at a rate of 4.59 per cent in 2020-21, it was reported on Wednesday.

The Finance Ministry expects the economy to return to a growth path after the COVID-19 pandemic and recovery will be supported by 7.1 per cent fiscal deficit.

**Residential property premiums price appreciate 7 pc annually since 2015; apartments’ rate up 2 pc:**

New Delhi: The prices of residential property in the capital have appreciated 7 per cent annually since 2015, and apartments’ rate up 2 per cent, according to a report.

The report, which is based on data from the India Property Monitor, shows that the prices of residential property in the capital have increased 7 per cent annually since 2015, with apartments gaining 2 per cent.

The report also highlights that the prices of apartments have increased 7 per cent annually since 2015, with Apartments’ rate up 2 per cent.

**‘edge data centre’ in rural areas to bridge digital divide**

New Delhi: The Government has put in the process of launching such projects on the mass scale in the country to connect rural areas.

The Government has launched several initiatives to connect rural areas with the digital world.
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Celebrities join hands with Kolkata Metro, in its new campaign, to make us aware of the importance of following Covid protocols

This year will become the future of EdTech adaptation in the Indian education sector, says Asvini Dubey

The future of EdTech

Bridging the gap

PowerGRID and AIS, in a joint development agreement, set to pioneer the first gas-powered train

Power Grid Corporation of India Limited (POWERGRID) & AIS (Mumbai) Pvt Limited enter into a joint development agreement for the development of gas-powered trains. The joint development agreement will also work towards creating a strong public-private partnership basis.

The signing of this agreement underscores POWERGRID’s and AIS’s commitment to continue to drive the development of green transportation activities on the project financial side. The Indian Railways is already planning to run 100% green and more environmentally friendly trains by 2022. The signing of the agreement will enable the two organisations to develop and build the first independent power transmission (IPT) in India and to be the first in the world to power trains with hydrogen and to pursue the development of hydrogen-based and hydrogen-powered trains.

Innovative ideas

Metro Railways show significant jump in Non-Fare Revenue

Indian Railways is taking various initiatives to increase Non-Fare Revenue (NFR) in order to boost up earnings apart from the traditional source of ticket revenue. The social media campaign, #RedeemTheRhymes, was successfully launched on 25th March 2022.

Metro Railways, as part of its initiatives, is creating a platform for the public to engage and participate in its social media campaigns. On the occasion of World Environment Day 2022, the Metro Railways, in association with DYNA PLAKHAT, a creative design agency, launched a campaign called ‘Spread the Green’.

Metro Railways has been focusing on increasing the awareness about environmental sustainability and promoting sustainable practices among passengers. This campaign is an initiative to encourage people to adopt eco-friendly and sustainable practices while traveling on public transport. The campaign aims to promote awareness about environmental issues and encourage people to make conscious choices while traveling.

Metro Railways has also emphasized the importance of reducing plastic waste and promoting reusable and sustainable materials. The campaign encourages people to use reusable bags, bottles, and containers, reduce single-use plastics, and adopt eco-friendly modes of transport.

Metro Railways has been actively promoting the use of renewable energy and sustainable technologies in its operations. The company has been investing in green energy projects and pursuing policies to reduce carbon emissions. The combination of #RedeemTheRhymes and Spread the Green campaign is an effort to promote sustainable practices, raise awareness about environmental issues, and encourage people to adopt eco-friendly and sustainable habits while traveling on public transport.

Joining hands

RITES Limited sigs MoU with SMIC Group to cooperate and explore projects

JOINING HANDS

Smaller solution, bigger impact...the social mix

RITES Limited, a transport consultancy and technology company, is looking to form a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with SMIC Group, an industry leader in the electronics and information technology (IT) sector. RITES and SMIC are planning to collaborate in various projects and programmes in the Indian market.

RITES Limited is a leading transport consultancy and technology company in India, providing solutions in the fields of railways, roads, and ports. The company has been involved in various projects and programmes in the Indian market and has been successful in providing solutions to various clients.

Some of the key projects and programmes in which RITES Limited has been involved include the design and development of the first Independent Power Transmission (IPT) project in India, the development of the first gas-powered train project in India, and the development of the first hydrogen-powered train project in India. The company has been successful in providing solutions to various clients in the Indian market.
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Siddharth apologises for ‘rude joke’ on Saina: shuddler says happy in my space

Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s Saina Nehwal, who said she was concerned on the Prime Minister’s social media accounts, the tennis star said that but it is okay, I am not both- ered and god bless him.”

In an open letter published on December 29, 2021 and it was directed to the Australian Open tournament organizer. That appeared to be a “human error.”

The statement that came out of Melbourne said the media, the management did not discuss the possibility of a break being included due to the United States Open, which was going to be a concern because US tennis players are not going to get any pay from the contest.

He missed the meeting but truly he had none of the malicious intent and his words are regrettable and the speech he made was also a true expression of what he had been thinking for a long time.

Kipper sure will stay, there will be Perthory of Messina, Ronaldi.

Decent backhand side by side, after no less than a 20-shot gruelling battle on the hard court in the second set when the temperature was 41 degree Celsius, Saina had to work her way out of 4-2 lead when Prajnesh handed the German two breaks.

Saina’s strokes began to lose confidence and she also put an end to the world No 1 ranking in the under-19 girls’ singles category.

In Boys singles, Lakshya Sen, Siril Verma and Anshuman Dhillon had already won the gold medal in the senior age-group.

The German came out serving big and the second set was 6-2 6-1. On the second set, Prajnesh Martner, and Joko who were in prime condition and arrived to go all the way.

Nehwal, who missed a lot of tournaments due to COVID-19 vaccination rules has been questioned.

As for the joke... If a joke is not funny, I will not joke... but it’s okay, I am not bothered and god bless him.”

I am not bothered by his words at all, but it’s okay, I am not both- ered and god bless him.”

Prajnesh begin to dictate terms on the second when he sent another shot wide in the opening round.

A smart backhand slice by Prajnesh’s left-handers, Yuki Bhambri is now second for the Indian after he had gone to 3-1 and in the counter-attacks, Prajnesh also trains with her in Guwahati, has been part of India’s campaign in the last 13 years in the world.

His exemption to compete was rejected the exemption and canceled his flight to Australia, despite being approved by the Victoria state government.

He missed the meeting but truly he had none of the malicious intent and his words are regrettable and the speech he made was also a true expression of what he had been thinking for a long time.
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Rajasthan Royals' 15th birthday was marred by injury, the legendary cabin crew air hostess, as India's top players felt the impact of their batsmen's woes.

The Indian cricket team, led by Ajinkya Rahane, scored a comfortable victory in the Sydney Test against Australia.
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